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Abstract: This paper investigates a limitation of the model of belief and 
knowledge prevailing in mainstream economics, namely the state-space 
model. Because of its set-theoretic nature, this model has difficulties    
in capturing the difference between expressions that designate the  
same object but have different meanings, i.e., expressions with the same 
extension but different intensions. This limitation generates puzzling 
results concerning what individuals believe or know about the world    
as well as what individuals believe or know about what other individuals 
believe or know about the world. The paper connects these puzzling 
results to two issues that are relevant for economic theory beyond the 
state-space model, namely, framing effects and the distinction between 
the model-maker and agents that appear in the model. Finally, the paper 
discusses three possible solutions to the limitations of the state-space 
model, and concludes that the two alternatives that appear practicable 
also have significant drawbacks. 
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Much of current mathematical economic analysis is based, in one way or 

another, on the theory of sets initiated by Georg Cantor (1883) and 

Richard Dedekind (1888) in the late nineteenth century, axiomatically 

developed by Ernst Zermelo (1908), Abraham Fraenkel (1923), John von 

Neumann (1928), and others in the early twentieth century, and usually 
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known as Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. In the set-theoretic mathematical 

approach, the objects of economic interest are conceptualized as 

elements of some set, e.g., the set of commodity bundles or the set       

of actions available to a certain player. The features of these sets, e.g., 

their being closed or convex, are typically attributed with some 

important economic meaning. Preferences, technologies, strategies,   

and other economically relevant notions are modeled as functions that 

associate the elements of one set with the elements of another set.1 

The model of belief and knowledge prevailing in contemporary 

mainstream economics and used especially in information economics 

and game theory is also set-theoretic in nature. This model was 

introduced by Robert Aumann (1976); it formalizes beliefs and 

knowledge as two set-theoretic operators B  and K  that map subsets   

of a universal space Ω  into other subsets of the same space. Aumann’s 

model and its generalizations have been variously labeled as “the event-

based approach to belief and knowledge”, “possibility correspondence 

model”, “possible world semantics”, “Aumann structures”, and “the 

state-space model of belief and knowledge”. This last name will be 

adopted here. In the state-space model, the difference between belief 

and knowledge is that, while belief can be false, knowledge is assumed 

to be truthful. In other words, knowledge is a special case of belief, 

namely true belief.2 

As any other economic model, the state-space model displays a 

number of limitations. Some of them have been discussed already in the 

philosophical, economic, and artificial intelligence literature under     

the banner of the logical omniscience problem. In particular, it has been 

pointed out that the model implies the monotonicity of beliefs and 

knowledge, i.e., that an individual believes or knows the implications    

of what she believes or knows. For instance, if an individual knows     

the axioms of a mathematical system, monotonicity says that she also 

knows all the theorems that are valid in the system (Fagin, et al. 1995, 

ch. 9). Another implausible feature of the state-space model is that it 

rules out the realistic possibility that an individual may be completely 

                                                 
1 On the history of set theory and how it spread into economics, see Ferreirós 2007; 
Giocoli 2001; Weintraub 2002. 
2 For philosophers, the truthfulness of belief is a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for knowledge, since the latter requires that the true belief is justified. A number of 
examples originally put forward by Gettier (1963) have suggested that even justified 
true belief does not warrant proper knowledge. For an introductory discussion of the 
definition of knowledge as justified true belief and its refinements, see Steup 2012. 
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unaware of an event rather than believing or not believing it (Dekel, et 

al. 1998). 

In this paper, I focus on a less explored limitation of the state-space 

model, which is strictly related to its set-theoretic nature and, more 

specifically, to the first axiom of the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory.     

This first axiom is usually labeled as the axiom of extensionality and      

it states that two sets are equal if and only if they collect the same 

elements, i.e., that the extension of a set as defined by the elements 

belonging to it fully characterizes the set. A consequence of this axiom 

is the so-called principle of substitutivity. According to this principle,     

if two sets collect the same elements, whatever holds true for one set 

also holds true for the other, and thus one set can be substituted for  

the other salva veritate (preserving truth). 

The axiom of extensionality and the principle of substitutivity are 

less obvious than appears at first sight. At least since the late 

nineteenth century, philosophers such as Gottlob Frege (1948 [1892]) 

have pointed out that in a number of contexts the substitutivity 

principle may fail. Among these contexts are those involving beliefs and 

knowledge. For instance, although the expressions “Morning Star”      

and “Evening Star” identify the same planet, i.e., Venus, an individual 

may (truthfully) believe that the planet that appears in the eastern part 

of the sky in the morning is Venus, while she (erroneously) believes   

that the planet that appears in the western part of the sky in the evening 

is not Venus. 

These kinds of situations can be conceptualized through the notions 

of intension and extension (Carnap 1947). The intension of a linguistic 

expression is what the expression means, i.e., the notion or idea it 

conveys. The extension of an expression is the set of things it designates 

or applies to. So, for instance, the intension of the term “computer” is 

the idea of an electronic machine that can store, retrieve, and process 

data, while its extension is the set of existing computers. In the 

astronomical example above, we have two expressions that have 

different intensions (“Morning Star” conveys a different meaning      

from “Evening Star”) but the same extension (the planet Venus).      

Using the intension-extension terminology, Frege and others drew 

attention to the concern that the substitutivity principle may be invalid 

for beliefs and knowledge involving expressions with the same 

extension but different intensions, and therefore its unchecked 

application can lead to mistaken conclusions. 
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The limitation of the state-space model I focus on in this paper is 

that the operators B  and K  automatically implement the substitutivity 

principle also for expressions with the same extension but different 

intensions, that is, also if substitutivity is not warranted. In the first 

place, this feature of B  and K  generates puzzling results that concern 

what an individual believes or knows about the world. Furthermore, that 

feature of B  and K  generates puzzling results pertaining to interactive 

beliefs and knowledge, i.e., the beliefs and knowledge that an individual 

has about what other individuals believe or know about the world.        

In particular, the model may imply that an individual knows that 

another individual believes a certain event, even independently of      

any specific assumption about what the former individual knows about 

the way the information is imparted to the latter. I connect these 

puzzling results to two issues that are relevant for economic theory, 

namely those concerning framing effects and the distinction between 

the viewpoint of the model-maker and the viewpoint of the agents in the 

model. 

In the final section, I discuss three possible ways of modifying the 

operators B  and K  and/or the state-space model, in order to make 

them capable of capturing the difference between intensions with       

the same extension. While a first approach based on a re-definition of B  

and K  appears barren, the other two lines of attack—re-defining the 

universal space Ω  or adopting the so-called syntactic approach—are 

more promising but they also present significant drawbacks. 

The difficulties that standard set-theoretic economic models have   

in capturing the difference between different intensions with the same 

extension have rarely been discussed explicitly in the economics 

literature. I am aware of four exceptions. Kenneth Arrow (1982, 6) 

mentioned that, contrary to the implicit assumption of standard 

economic theory, preferences for commodities may violate the axiom of 

extensionality. Michael Bacharach (1986, 182-183) added that, contrary 

to standard probability and decision theory, beliefs may also violate 

extensionality. Arnis Vilks (1995, 195-199) pointed out that standard 

mathematical economics is rooted in the extensional setting of the 

Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, and therefore is ill-suited for modeling 

preferences and beliefs, for which extensionality may not hold.       

Sacha Bourgeois-Gironde and Raphaël Giraud (2009) connected framing 

effects with violations of extensionality and proposed by-passing 
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extensionality through a modified version of the so-called Bolker-Jeffrey 

decision model. 

The present paper expands on these previous contributions in a 

numbers of ways: it analyzes in detail how the extensional nature of B  

and K  generates puzzling consequences in the state-space model;        

it calls attention to the puzzling implications that the state-space 

formalism has in relation to interactive beliefs and knowledge; it brings 

into play the notion of intension and shows how the intension-extension 

dichotomy helps us to better understand the limitations of the state-

space model; finally, it discusses some possible solutions to the 

limitations of B , K , and the model. 

It is important to stress that the goals of the paper are “informative” 

and “diagnostic”, rather than “therapeutic”. The paper has an 

informative aim in the sense that it calls the attention of economists    

to problems related to the relationship between intension and extension 

that, although typically ignored in the economic literature, are relevant 

for economic analysis. The paper is diagnostic in that it explains why 

the state-space model has difficulties in dealing with the intension-

extension difference. The paper also ventures into the therapeutic realm 

by discussing some possible solutions to these difficulties. However,     

it does not provide a systematic solution to the problems that it calls 

attention to.  

Section 1 provides some further insights from the philosophical 

literature on the relationship between intension and extension, and 

shows how these insights can be used to conceptualize framing effects 

and the distinction between model-maker’s and agents’ viewpoints       

in the model. Section 2 reviews the state-space model of belief and 

knowledge. Section 3 illustrates how the set-theoretic nature of           

the operators B  and K  generates puzzling results concerning what     

an individual believes or knows about the world. Section 4 investigates 

the puzzling implications of the state-space model relative to interactive 

beliefs and knowledge. Section 5 discusses possible solutions to the 

limitations of B , K , and the state-space model. Section 6 sums up      

the paper. 

 

1. ON INTENSION AND EXTENSION 

As mentioned in the Introduction, philosophers have explored issues 

related to the relationship between intension and extension at least 
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since the late nineteenth century.3 These explorations are related to 

philosophical efforts to clarify the proper content and the cognitive 

value of linguistic expressions and thoughts. One may even say that 

large parts of twentieth-century philosophy of language and of mind are 

somehow related to issues concerning the relationships between 

intension and extension. I will not attempt to provide an overview of 

this immense literature.4 Instead, I will mention some insights from this 

philosophical literature that may help the reader with an economic 

background to see the larger set of problems that the issues addressed 

in this paper relate to, and help the reader with a philosophical 

background to connect the paper with questions with which she is 

already familiar. 

In the first place, situations involving beliefs and knowledge belong 

to a larger family of cases in which the relationship between intension 

and extension can be tricky. In the current philosophy of language and 

of mind these cases are usually labeled as “referentially opaque 

contexts”. Besides those involving beliefs and knowledge, other 

referentially opaque contexts are those involving propositional attitude 

verbs like “prefers”, “desires”, “hopes”, “wants”, or “says”; in these 

contexts the substitutivity principle may also fail: Ann may desire to see 

the Morning Star while she does not desire to see the Evening Star.  

Other referentially opaque contexts where the substitutivity principle 

could become problematic are those in which modal verbs such as       

“it is necessary that” or “it is possible that” are used. For instance, 

although it is true that “the number of planets in the solar system is 8”, 

and that “8 is necessarily greater than 7”, it is false that “the number of 

planets is necessarily greater than 7”. 

Furthermore, the reference of an expression can be opaque not only 

because there are extensions with multiple intensions as in the cases 

mentioned above, but also because there are intensions without         

any actual extension, as in the case of expressions indicating fictional 

entities such as “unicorn” or “the round square”. And there are also 

intensions whose references are context-dependent and thus opaque,   

as in the case of indexical expressions such as “I”, “that”, or “here”.  

A further point discussed in the philosophical literature is the 

failure of the substitutivity principle even for so-called hyper-intensional 

                                                 
3 The expressions “intension” and “extension” derive from Carnap (1947). Frege (1948 
[1892]) talked, in an analogous manner, of “sense” and “reference”. 
4 For an introduction, see Bealer 1998; McKay and Nelson 2010. 
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propositions—that is, for propositions expressing mathematical     

truths and other supposedly necessary truths. Consider these  

additional expressions having different intensions but equal extension: 

“Tegucigalpa” and “the capital of Honduras”, “equilateral triangle”     

and “equiangular triangle”, and a hyper-intensional proposition such    

as “51” and “17 × 3”. Bob may know that the capital of Honduras is not 

in Nicaragua while believing that Tegucigalpa is in Nicaragua. Carl could 

know that the triangle in front of him is equilateral without realizing 

that it is also equiangular. One might think that the failure of the 

substitutivity principle in these situations depends on the fact that     

the extensional equality among those propositions is only accidental, 

that is, non-necessary. Tegucigalpa and the capital of Honduras have the 

same extension in the actual geopolitical world, but may have different 

extensions in another possible world. Equilateral and equiangular 

triangles coincide in Euclidean geometry, but may differ in some       

non-Euclidean system. However, the principle of substitutivity can fail 

even in hyper-intensional contexts where extensional equality holds     

in every imaginable universe. Thus, although it is always the case that 

17 × 3 = 51, David may know that 17 × 3 is not prime, but not know  

that 51 is not prime. 

In the last sixty-five years, philosophers and logicians such as  

Rudolf Carnap (1947), Alonzo Church (1951; 1973; 1974), Richard 

Montague (1960; 1970), Daniel Gallin (1975), Edward Zalta (1988),  

Melvin Fitting (2004) and others have developed logical systems called 

intensional logics that are aimed at capturing explicitly the difference 

between intension and extension. However, a number of problems still 

remain unresolved and none of these intensional logics has gained 

general acceptance (Garson 1998; Fitting 2011). 

Although the notions of intension and extension have been used 

only very rarely in the economics literature, they can be fruitfully 

employed to conceptualize two issues that are relevant for economic 

theory, namely those concerning framing effects and the relationship 

between the viewpoint of the model-maker and the viewpoint of the 

agents in the model. 

Framing effects occur when different descriptions of the same object 

lead to different beliefs, preferences, or decisions concerning that 

object. For instance, in a series of well-known experiments performed  

by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman (1981), a group of individuals 

was asked to state their preferences between different lotteries.             
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A number of these lotteries were identical in terms of final outcomes 

and probabilities, but some of them were framed as one-stage games 

and others as two stage-games.5 Tversky and Kahneman recorded that   

a majority of subjects changed their preferences between identical 

lotteries according to the way these lotteries were framed. 

This effect can be aptly expressed in terms of intension and 

extension: the lotteries Tversky and Kahneman submitted to their 

experimental subjects were extensionally equivalent with respect to 

their outcomes and probabilities, but intensionally different because 

one-stage games and two-stage games frame uncertainty differently. 

More generally, framing effects may be conceived of as the effects, on 

beliefs, preferences or decisions, of intensionally different descriptions 

of an extensionally single object. 

Orthodox economists tend to discard framing effects as 

manifestations of the irrationality of individuals who simply fail to 

recognize that identical things are indeed identical.6 In opposition        

to this view, Tversky and Kahneman and other behavioral economists 

have argued that framing effects significantly influence economic 

behavior and therefore cannot be discarded without weakening the 

descriptive significance of economic theory; moreover, some framing 

effects seem to have a rational justification.7 

If we look at framing effects using the notions of intension and 

extension, they no longer appear to be manifestations of irrationality. 

Rather, they seem to be just other instances of the failure of the 

substitutability principle in referentially opaque contexts. Therefore, 

when looked at from the intension-extension viewpoint, the relevant 

problem shifts from the issue concerning the individuals’ rationality,    

to the question of whether standard, set-theoretic economic models are 

able to capture the intensional difference between extensionally      

equal objects. In Section 3, we will investigate in more detail why the 

                                                 
5 For instance, Lottery F was described as a one-stage game offering a 20% chance to 
win $45, and an 80% chance to win nothing. Lottery D was described as a two-stage 
game. In the first stage, Lottery D offered a 75% chance to end the game without 
winning anything, and a 25% chance to move into the second stage. In the second 
stage, Lottery D offered an 80% chance to win $45, and a 20% chance to win nothing 
(Tversky and Kahneman 1981, 455). Simple math shows that the final combinations   
of outcome and probabilities offered by Lotteries D and F are identical. 
6 For instance, preference change between probabilistically equivalent lotteries is 
usually associated with inconsistency in dynamic choice. For a discussion, see Wakker 
1999. 
7 For discussion on this topic, see Kahneman and Tversky 1984; Tversky and 
Kahneman 1986; Bourgeois-Gironde and Giraud 2009. 
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set-theoretic operators B  and K  tend to pass over framing effects       

in the state-space model. 

The notions of intension and extension may also be useful in 

keeping distinct the information and reasoning abilities possessed       

by the model-maker from the information and reasoning abilities 

possessed by the agents in the model. In effect, the model-maker     

often tends implicitly to endow the agents in the model with the 

comprehensive information and the sophisticated reasoning abilities  

she possesses. As a consequence, the agents may display beliefs and 

behavior that appear puzzling, or the results of the model may in      

fact depend on a number of hidden assumptions concerning the agents’ 

information and reasoning abilities.8 

The puzzling results concerning interactive beliefs and knowledge in 

the state-space model—discussed in Section 4 of this paper—can be 

seen as depending on the hidden assumptions about the agents’ 

information and reasoning abilities harbored by the state-space model. 

The point I would like to make here is that one way in which the 

confusion between the model-maker’s and the agent’s viewpoints may 

enter into economic models is through the identification of objects that 

are extensionally equal for the model-maker but intensionally distinct 

for the agents. Therefore, the notions of intension and extension may 

help the model-maker to avoid treating in an identical way objects     

that are equivalent for her but different for the economic agent, and 

thus enhance transparent and rigorous economic modeling. 

After these extensive introductory considerations, we can finally 

move to the state-space model and discuss how belief and knowledge 

are modeled in it. 

 

2. BELIEF AND KNOWLEDGE IN STATE-SPACE MODEL 

In this section, I first outline the formalism of the state-space model and 

then explain how its various elements can be interpreted (more detailed 

presentations of the state-space model can be found in Osborne and 

Rubinstein 1994; Dekel and Gul 1997; Battigalli and Bonanno 1999; 

Samuelson 2004).  

Consider a set Ω  whose generic element is ω , and a correspondence 

 \2 : Ω
Ω →P { }∅  that associates each element Ω∈ω  with a set ( )ωP  of 

                                                 
8 For a discussion of these issues in game and decision theory, see Brandenburger 
1992; Battigalli and Bonanno 1999; Dardi 2004. 
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elements of Ω  ( Ω2 is the set of all subsets of Ω ). Based on P , define an 

operator ΩΩ 22: →B  as follows: for every Ω⊆E , { }EP=EB ⊆∈ )(:)( ωω Ω . 

Set Ω  is the set of the possible states of the world. A state Ω∈ω  

specifies all aspects of the world that are relevant to the situation, such 

as “it rains” or “individual i  has transitive preferences”. Relevant 

aspects of the world may include individuals’ beliefs, such as in the case 

of “individual i  believes that it rains” or “individual j believes that 

individual i  believes that it rains”. Only one state of the world is        

the true one, but the individual may be uncertain which one that is.  

This uncertainty is modeled by a correspondence P , which associates 

each state ω  with the set of states that the individual regards as possible 

at ω . This is why P  is called a possibility correspondence.  

The possibility correspondence of an individual expresses formally 

the way information is imparted to her. In the economics of 

information, this information may be seen as coming from some   

signal: when the true state of the world is ω , the individual receives a 

signal suggesting to her that the true state is in the subset )(ωP  of Ω .  

In game theory, ω  and )(ωP  may be seen, respectively, as a node in a 

game of incomplete information and as the information set associated 

with that node. At any rate, notice that possibility correspondences are 

just a tool that the external, omniscient model-maker employs to encode 

and represent individuals’ beliefs, not something that these individuals 

themselves need be aware of. 

A subset Ω⊆E  is called an event, and can be thought of as the 

collection of all states that share a certain feature. For instance,          

the event “it rains” collects all states Ω∈ω  characterized by rain. Note 

that, if EP ⊆)(ω  in all states the individual regards as possible in ω , the 

event E  occurs. The operator B  is interpreted as a belief operator:        

if )(EB∈ω , i.e., if EP ⊆)(ω , then at ω  the individual believes that the 

event E  occurs, and this is because in every state the individual regards 

as possible in ω —that is, in )(ωP —the event E  occurs. Observe that 

)(EB  is itself an event, the event “the agent believes E ”. As such, )(EB  

may become the object of further belief for another agent. We will 

return to this in Section 4. 

As a simple illustration of the model, suppose that an individual—let 

us call her Ann—is interested in a variable v  that can take values from  

1 to 4, like a four sided die, and that each state of the world is 

completely characterized by the value taken in it by v . There are thus 

four possible states of the world: { }4321 ωωωω ,,,=Ω . Imagine that the 
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possibility correspondence of Ann in 
1
ω  is as follows: { }211)( ωωω ,=PA . 

This means that if 1=v , Ann is uncertain whether 1=v  or 2=v ,      

and considers both states of the world possible.  

Consider now the event R  “v  is equal to 1”, which occurs only at 

state 1ω , i.e., { }1ω=R , and the event S  “v  is not greater than 2”, which 

occurs at states 1ω  and 2ω , i.e., { }21 ωω ,=S . In 1ω , does Ann believe R ? 

No, she does not, because in 1ω  she also considers possible 2ω , which is 

not included in R . Formally: { } R,=PA ⊄211)( ωωω . In 1ω , however, Ann 

does believe S , because in every state she regards as possible in 2ω —

that is, in { }211)( ωωω ,=PA —the event S  occurs: { } S,=PA ⊆211)( ωωω . 

As it happens, beliefs may turn out to be incorrect, and in this case 

the event believed by the individual does not occur. The state-space 

model  is  flexible  enough  to  capture  this  situation.  Imagine  that  the 

possibility correspondence of Ann in 4ω  is as follows: { }14 )( ωω =PA .  

This means that if 4=v , for some reason Ann erroneously believes that 

1=v . Consider again the event S  “ 2≤v ”. In 4ω , does Ann believe S ? 

Yes, she does, because in 1ω , the only state she erroneously regards as 

possible in 4ω , v  is not greater than 2. Formally: { } S=PA ⊆14 )( ωω . 

However, this belief is false. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the primary characteristic that 

distinguishes knowledge from belief is that while belief can be false, 

knowledge is always true. In the state-space model this property of 

knowledge is captured by the inclusion of the true state of the world ω  

among those the individual regards as possible in ω  itself.  

Formally, knowledge requires that )(ωω P∈ . In fact, if )(ωω P∈ , when 

at ω  the individual believes event E , i.e., when EP ⊆)(ω , the event E  

actually occurs in ω , i.e., E∈ω . Based on this, we can define                   

a knowledge operator ΩΩ 22: →K , which is a refinement of the belief 

operator B , as follows: { }EPP=EK ⊆∧∈∈ )()(:)( ωωωω Ω .  

In our example, when 1=v  Ann not only believes that the event v  is 

not greater than 2, but her belief is true, and so she knows that event. 

On the contrary, when 4=v  Ann believes that v  is not greater than 2, 

but since )(ωω P∉  she is wrong. 

In the literature on the state-space model, the terminology 

concerning belief and knowledge is ambiguous. Sometimes the term 

“knowledge” is used in a broad sense to express what in this paper is 

called “belief”. In this broad sense, knowledge may be false. This usage, 

however, seems at odds with the basic philosophical notion of 
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knowledge according to which truthfulness is a necessary condition    

for knowledge. At other times the term “belief ” is used in a strict sense 

to express what in this paper is called “knowledge”, that is, it is 

assumed that beliefs are always true. This assumption is called the truth 

axiom, and formally it requires that )(ωω P∈  for every state of the world 

ω  belonging to Ω . This second approach also seems problematic, 

because eliminating false beliefs may prevent us from understanding 

the numerous situations in which actual individuals have indeed false 

beliefs about economic variables. I therefore maintain the distinction 

between beliefs, which can be false, and knowledge, which is truthful by 

definition. 

It is important to stress that for the argument made in the paper the 

truth axiom is not needed. The intension-extension issues addressed 

here concern both true and false beliefs, i.e., the operator B  as well as 

the operator K . In effect, we could have limited our discussion to the 

general case of belief, without dealing with the particular case of true 

belief or knowledge. But since the literature on the state-space model 

generally refers to knowledge, it seemed appropriate to discuss 

knowledge explicitly.9 

 

3. BELIEF AND KNOWLEDGE, WITHOUT INTENSION 

In the Introduction and Section 1 we have discussed intension and 

extension as related to linguistic expressions. In the state-space model 

we do not find linguistic expressions but subsets of Ω  called events, 

which are however interpreted as set-theoretic images of linguistic 

expressions like “it rains” or “v  is not greater than 2”. The formal link 

between a given linguistic expression and its set-theoretic image is 

provided by a correspondence that associates the expression at issue 

with the subset of states of the world where the expression is true.       

In this set-theoretic translation, linguistic expressions come to be 

identified with their extensional correlates in Ω , and thus lose their 

intensional dimension. 

For instance, in our illustration of the state-space model we have 

labeled the event “v  is not greater than 2” as S , and observed that S  

occurs at states 1ω  and 2ω . Consider now the event “v  is not greater 

                                                 
9 In addition to the truth axiom, the state-space literature generally imposes a second 
axiom that warrants some nice properties of the knowledge operator K, and formally 
states that if )(' ωω P∈ , then )()'( ωω PP = . Our discussion is also independent of this 

second axiom. 
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than the 12th root of 4096”, which can be labeled as T. T exhibits         

an intension distinct from S , but in fact the two events have the      

same extension—for the 12th root of 4096 is 2—and thus the same    

set-theoretic image, given by { }21 ωω , . By the axiom of extensionality of 

the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, S  and T  are equal: T=S . 

Consider now the set-theoretic operators B  and K , which map 

subsets of Ω  into other subsets of Ω . By their very nature, B  and K  

map and cannot avoid mapping equal input-sets into equal output-sets: 

 
If T=S , then B(T)=B(S)  and K(T)=K(S) . 

 

Therefore, since in the state-space model the events “ 2≤v ” and 

“ 124096≤v ”  have the same extensional,  set-theoretic  correlate,  if Ann 

believes (knows) one event, she also believes (knows), and cannot avoid 

believing (knowing), the other event.10  

This implication illustrates, albeit in the over-simplified setting of 

our numerical example, the failure of the operators B  and K  to account 

for framing effects. The events 2≤v  and 124096≤v  are extensionally 

equal but intensionally different, and we may well imagine that Ann 

reasonably believes that 2≤v  without believing that 124096≤v .        

But, because of their extensional character, the operators B  and 

K automatically implement the substitutivity principle, and therefore 

are unable to accounting for the intensional difference between 2≤v  

and 124096≤v . 

In attempting to connect this abstract numerical example with more 

realistic economic situations, we may interpret v  as any parameter 

relevant to the individual, while “ 2≤v ” and “ 124096≤v ” could stand 

for, respectively, a “plain” way and a “convoluted” way of presenting 

that parameter. For instance, v  could be associated with the probability 

of defaulting on a loan, while 2≤v  and 124096≤v  could stand, 

respectively, for a “plain” and a “convolute ” way in which a bank       

can present that likelihood to a potential subscriber of the loan.          

We may imagine that the individual’s beliefs about v , and accordingly 

                                                 
10 Monderer and Samet (1989) and others added a probability structure to the state-
space model in order to express different degrees of belief about an event, that is, to 
express statements such as “Ann believes event E with probability at least p”. Since 
probabilities apply to sets, the problematic feature of the basic state-space discussed 

here concerns also its probabilistic extensions: if Ann believes that 2≤v  with 

probability at least p, she also believes that 12 4096≤v  with probability at least p. 
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her willingness to subscribe the loan, depend on the way the bank 

presents to her the likelihood of defaulting. The point I want to make 

here is that the operator B  fails to capture the intensional difference 

between the plain and convoluted framings of that likelihood. 

 

4. INTENSION AND EXTENSION FOR INTERACTIVE BELIEFS AND KNOWLEDGE 

Interactive beliefs and interactive knowledge are, respectively, beliefs or 

knowledge that an individual has about what other individuals believe 

or know about the world. Interactive beliefs and knowledge are often 

economically relevant since in many cases individuals take action on the 

basis of them. Consider, for example, a standard principal-agent 

situation in which both the principal and the agent are interested in       

a certain event E  that typically is the result of the agent’s effort.           

If the agent believes that the principal does not know his effort he may 

choose a low effort, while if the agent believes that the principal knows 

his effort he will probably choose a high effort.  

In effect, there are multiple levels of interactive beliefs and 

knowledge. The first level is the one discussed above: it concerns     

what an individual believes or knows about what other individuals 

believe or know about the world. The second level concerns what an 

individual believes or knows about what other agents believe or know 

about her/his beliefs or knowledge of the world. The staircase of levels 

of interactive beliefs and knowledge escalates in a predictable way,    

and game theory has shown that interactive beliefs and knowledge of 

higher or even infinite levels are of great consequence in strategic 

environments (see, e.g., Rubinstein 1989).  

The state-space model makes it possible, not only to represent what 

individuals believe or know about the world, but also to represent    

their interactive beliefs and knowledge at any possible level. However, 

the model’s difficulties in capturing the intensional difference between 

extensionally equal events and the puzzling consequences this 

generates extend also to interactive beliefs and knowledge. To keep 

things simple, we focus here on the first level of interactive beliefs and 

knowledge. 

Let us add another agent—Bob—to our illustration of the model. 

Imagine that Bob is interested in the same variable v  (taking values 

from 1 to 4) in which Ann is interested. Assume that Bob’s possibility 

correspondence BP  is as follows:  
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{ }2121 )()( ωωωω ,=P=P BB , { }4343 )()( ωωωω ,=P=P BB . 

 

Consider now the event U  “ 3≤v ” that occurs at states 1ω , 2ω ,     

and 3ω : =U { }321 ωωω ,, . In which states of the world does Bob believe 

that 3≤v ? It easy to show that these states are 1ω  and 2ω . That “Bob 

believes that 3≤v ” is itself an event occurring in those two states, 

expressed as )(UBB : { }21)( ωω ,=UBB . Notice that the event S  “ 2≤v ”    

that we dealt with in the previous sections, and the event )(UBB  “Bob 

believes that 3≤v ”, occur in exactly the same states of the world 1ω  

and 2ω : S=UBB )( . Therefore, although the two events are intensionally 

distinct, their set-theoretic image in our simple Ann-Bob state-space      

is the same. 

Imagine now that the true state of the world is 1ω . We have just seen 

that at 1ω  Bob does believe that 3≤v . At this point, interactive beliefs 

enters the scene and we can ask: at 1ω , does Ann believe that Bob 

believes that 3≤v ? 

From an intuitive viewpoint, the answer is that it depends on what 

Ann believes at 1ω  about the way information is imparted to Bob.    

Since in the state-space model the way information is imparted to an 

agent is formally represented by his possibility correspondence P ,    

one may be tempted to formulate the same answer by saying that 

whether at 1ω  Ann believes that Bob believes that 3≤v  depends          

on whether at 1ω  Ann knows Bob’s possibility correspondence BP . 

However, this formulation is misleading because it mixes up the 

viewpoint of the modeler with that of the agents in the model.             

As observed in Section 2, possibility correspondences are in fact just     

a tool that the modeler employs to encode and represent the agents’ 

beliefs and knowledge, not something that the agents need to be aware 

of or even know. Therefore, possibility correspondences exist for the 

model-maker but need not exist for the agents in the model, and thus 

reasoning as if he agents may or may not know them is confusing. 

At any rate, let us return to the intuitive answer to the question:   

“At 1ω , does Ann believe that Bob believes that 3≤v ?”. In Section 2     

we saw that at 1ω  Ann believes that the true state is 1ω  or 2ω . If Ann 

believes that in 1ω  and 2ω  Bob regards as possible both 1=v  and 2=v  

(as is, in fact, the case for Bob), then in 1ω  Ann can conclude that Bob 

believes that 3≤v . By contrast, if Ann has no clue about the way 
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information is imparted to Bob in 1ω  and 2ω  then she has no idea about 

what Bob believes in these two states and so cannot conclude that Bob 

believes that 3≤v . In other words, the intuitive answer to the above 

question turns out to be that we need to make some additional 

assumption about Ann’s information about Bob’s information in order 

to answer the question about Ann’s beliefs about Bob’s beliefs. 

The formal answer offered by the state-space model is however 

different: since in 1ω  Ann believes S , i.e., )(1 SBA∈ω , and the set of 

states where Bob believes U  coincides with S , i.e., )(UB=S B , then by 

the substitutivity principle ))((1 UBB BA∈ω . In the state-space model     

the latter expressions means that in 1ω  Ann believes that Bob believes 

that 3≤v . And this conclusion is independent of any additional 

assumption as to Ann’s information about the way information is 

imparted to Bob. One may add that in our Ann-Bob example, in 1ω  and 

2ω  both Ann’s and Bob’s beliefs are true, so that in 1ω  Ann not only 

believes but also knows that Bob knows that 3≤v . 

This puzzling result is again due to the fact that the operators B  

and K  are unable to distinguish between intension and extension.        

In fact, although intensionally distinct, in our model the events “ 2≤v ” 

and “Bob believes that 3≤v ” are extensionally equal. Therefore B  and 

K  automatically implement the substitutivity principle even if, as in this 

case, it is unwarranted. 

Aumann has always claimed that, if the state-space Ω  is defined     

in an appropriate way, each agent knows by construction how the 

information is imparted to other agents, and that this knowledge “is not 

an assumption, but a ‘theorem’, a tautology; it is implicit in the model 

itself” (Aumann 1987, 9).11 Here I argue that the fundamental reason for 

this counterintuitive feature of the state-space formalism when applied 

to interactive beliefs and knowledge lies in its extensional nature, which 

prevents the model from telling apart events that are extensionally 

equal but intensionally distinct. 

This feature of B  and K  may preclude the state-space model     

from capturing the uncertainty that an agent has about the way the 

information is imparted to other agents, although that uncertainty is a 

                                                 
11 For a discussion of Aumann’s argument and its possible limitations, see Aumann 
1999; Heifetz and Samet 1998; Heifetz 1999; Fagin, et al. 1999; Aumann and Heifetz 
2002; Cubitt and Sugden 2003. 
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key element of the situation at issue and crucially affects the agents’ 

behavior.  

For instance, we can re-interpret our Ann-Bob model as representing 

a duopoly game, whereby the two agents are the duopolists, v  is the 

level of next period’s market demand, and lower levels of v  correspond 

to lower expected demand levels. At 1ω , Ann receives a signal that in  

the next period the market demand will be quite low ( 1=v  or 2=v ) and 

has to decide how much to produce. If Ann considers it possible        

that Bob erroneously believes that the demand will be very high ( 4=v ), 

she is afraid that Bob could produce a large output, and therefore she 

might cautiously choose an extremely low output level. This behavior 

and its motivations cannot be captured by our state-space model 

because, as shown above, in that model Ann knows and cannot avoid 

knowing that Bob knows that 3≤v , and thus that he rules out a very 

high demand.  

One may easily imagine many other economically relevant situations 

in which the failure to capture the agents’ uncertainty about the 

information that other agents may have through the operators B  and 

K renders the use of the state-space model problematic. 

 

5. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Besides its failure to capture the intensional dimension of linguistic 

expressions, the state-space model displays other implausible features: 

it implies the monotonicity of beliefs and knowledge and precludes 

agents’ unawareness. Since some solutions to these latter limitations 

have been proposed, one may wonder whether there are ways to modify 

the operators B  and K  and/or the state-space model in such a way that 

they become capable of capturing the difference between events that are 

extensionally equivalent but intensionally distinct. Here I discuss three 

possible ways in which one may imagine that this could be done. 

First, the  state-space model  can  make  room  for  unawareness and  

block  monotonicity   by  introducing   a  further   set-theoretic  operator 
Ω

Ω
22: →A , that associates each state of world ω  with a collection of 

subsets of Ω . A  can be interpreted as an awareness correspondence 

that associates each state ω  with the events that the agent is able to 
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figure out in ω .12 Based on the awareness operator A , one may define a 

modified belief operator B'  as follows: 

 
{ })()(:)( ωωω AEEP=EB' ∈∧⊆∈ Ω . 

 

The interpretation of B'  is that believing an event requires not only 

that the event occurs in every state the agent regards as possible, i.e., 

EP ⊆)(ω , but also that the agent can figure out the event, i.e. )(ωAE ∈ . 

For  instance,  if at 1ω  Ann is not able to figure out the meaning of “12th 

root of 4096”, then although in all states she regards as possible at 1ω the 

event T  “ 124096≤v ” occurs, she does not believe it. 

The operator A  can also be used to block monotonicity. 

Monotonicity states that if event E  implies event F —a situation that in 

set-theoretical terms is expressed by FE ⊆ —then believing event E  

implies believing its implications F , i.e., )()( FBEB ⊆ .13 Operator A  can 

block monotonicity as follows: if FE ⊆  and )(ωAE ∈ , but )(ωAF ∉ , then 

)(EB'  is not a subset of )(FB' . In words, if event E  implies event F  and 

the agent is aware of E  but unaware of F , then her believing E  does 

not imply that she also believes the implications of E . 

Is it also possible to use the operator A  to block the automatic 

implementation of the substitutivity principle by the operators B       

and K , and thus account for the possible intensional difference           

of extensionally equivalent events? The answer appears to be in the 

negative, because A  too is extensional in nature and therefore cannot 

distinguish between extensionally equivalent sets: if F=E , )(ωAE ∈      

if and only if )(ωAF ∈ .  

In our example, the extensional nature of operator A  has the 

problematic implication that Ann is able to figure out the event S  

“ 2≤v ” if and only if she is able to figure out the extensionally 

equivalent event T  “ 124096≤v ”. However, one may well imagine that 

Ann is aware of “ 2≤v ” while ignoring “ 124096≤v ”. Since the operator 

A  cannot distinguish between extensionally equivalent sets, not even 

                                                 
12 The definition of the awareness operator proposed here follows Fagin, et al. 1995; 
for other ways of modeling unawareness, see Modica and Rustichini 1999; Halpern 
2001; Heifetz, et al. 2006; Li, 2009. 
13 The property of operators B  and K  discussed in this paper, namely that if F=E  

then )()( FB=EB  and )()( FK=EK , is strictly weaker than monotonicity. The latter 

property reduces to the former in the particular case when E = F. 
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the modified belief operator B'  based on A  can distinguish between 

them: if F=E , then )()( FB'=EB' . The same holds for the modified 

knowledge operator K'  that can be built upon operator B'  in the 

predictable way. 

The discussion concerning the operators A , B' , and K'  suggests 

that attempts to capture the intensional difference between 

extensionally equivalent events by introducing into the state-space 

model some new set-theoretic operator like A  are bound to fail.           

In fact, any operator of this kind would map extensionally equal    

inputs into the same output, and so would be unable to overcome       

the problem.  

A second possible way out of the problem consists of re-defining the 

set of the states of the world Ω , not as the external and omniscient 

model-maker sees it, but as each agent subjectively views Ω . From this 

point of view, the problem does not lie in the set-theoretic nature of the 

operators B  and K , but in a specification of Ω  that is not sufficiently 

fine-grained to capture all the relevant aspects of the situation.  

For instance, if for Ann 2=v  and 124096≤v  are two distinct events, 

then her subjective state-space AΩ  is finer-grained than the model-

maker’s state-space Ω  and includes, besides the state 2ω  where 2=v , 

also a state 5ω  where 124096≤v : { }54321 ωωωωω ,,,,=AΩ . At 2ω  and 5ω , 

Ann may regard as possible different states of the world. For instance,  

it could be that { }212)( ωωω ,=PA  and { }55)( ωω =PA , so that at 2ω  Ann 

believes that 2≤v  without believing that 124096≤v . 

I see two problems in the modeling strategy based on the subjective 

re-definition of Ω . First, defining the subjective state-space of each 

agent in the model requires that the modeler knows how each agent 

sees the world and the intensional meaning the agent gives to    

different expressions. This appears more demanding than defining     

the state-space as it is “objectively”, or at least, as it is from the 

modeler’s view.  For instance,  in our over-simplified numerical example, 

besides  124096≤v   there are  countless other alternative intensions for 

2=v , such as 35 −=v ; 322 2/)35( −=v ; 138192=v , )2(2cos π=v , 

)333(/5! 3 +=v . Which of these expressions are understood by Ann as 

equivalent to 2=v , and thus could be identified with the state 2ω ? And 

which ones, instead, require the addition of further states of the world 

to Ann’s subjective state-space AΩ ? 
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Second, fine-grained subjective state-spaces quickly become very 

complex and thus could easily make the state-space model difficult      

to handle for the purposes of economic analysis. For instance, we saw 

that when 1=v  Ann knows that 2≤v . Imagine now that, when 1=v , 

Ann has little clue about Bob’s information and regards as possible four 

situations: i) Bob knows exactly whether 1=v  or 2=v ; ii) like herself, 

Bob only knows that 2≤v ; iii) Bob is less informed than herself and can 

only rule out that 4=v ; iv) Bob erroneously believes that 2>v .  

To model this situation we can split the state 1ω  into four states   
i
1ω , ii

1ω , iii
1ω , iv

1ω , each of which specifies the value of v  as well as Bob’s 

information about the value of v . Thus, in i
1ω , 1=v  and Bob knows 

whether 1=v  or 2=v ; in ii
1ω , 1=v  and Bob knows that 2≤v ; in       

iii
1ω , 1=v  and Bob knows that 4≠v ; in iv

1ω , 1=v  and Bob believes 

that 2>v . If Ann is uncertain about Bob’s information, she is unable     

to distinguish between i
1ω , ii

1ω , iii
1ω , and iv

1ω , and whichever state is the 

true one she regards all four of them as possible:  

 

{ }iviiiiiiiv
A

iii
A

ii
A

i
A ,,,=P=P=P=P 11111111 )()()()( ωωωωωωωω .  

 

By modeling Ann’s beliefs and uncertainty this way, we can avoid the 

puzzling result that when 1=v , Ann not only knows that 2≤v  but   

also that Bob knows that 3≤v . In fact, when 1=v  Ann cannot rule out 
iv
1ω , at which state, however, Bob believes that 2>v . 

The cost of this modeling strategy is that we have to add three states 

of the world to the “objective” state-space just to account for Ann’s 

uncertainty about Bob’s information about the value of v , in the 

particular case when 1=v . If we also want to account for Ann’s possible 

uncertainty about Bob’s information about the value of v  when 2=v , 

3=v , or 4=v , we would have to add further states to Ann’s state-

space AΩ .  

We may also want to consider the first level of interactive beliefs  

and uncertainty, and model Ann’s uncertainty about what Bob     

believes about her information about the value of v . This would require 

adding many more elements to AΩ . Modeling higher levels of interactive 

beliefs and uncertainty would require adding even more states to AΩ . 

And, if all this were not enough, we might also want to model Bob’s 

subjective state-space BΩ , his uncertainty about Ann’s information 

about the value of v , his uncertainty about what Ann believes about his 
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information about the value of v , and so forth. In brief, properly      

fine-grained subjective state-spaces easily become intractable objects 

that as such may be of little use in economic theorizing.14 

A third possible way to capture the intensional difference between 

extensionally equivalent events is to abandon the state-space and the 

set-theoretic modeling of beliefs and knowledge, and adopt the so-called 

logic-based or syntactic approach to beliefs and knowledge that is 

prevalent among logicians and philosophers. The building blocks of this 

approach are formulas, which correspond to events and are expressed 

by alphabetical letters, and epistemic operators such as b  (for belief) or 

k  (for knowledge) that associate formulas with other formulas 

according to certain axioms that can be stated in an explicit way.15 

The fundamental difference between the operators B  and K  of the 

state-space model and the operators b  and k  of the syntactic approach 

is that, in principle, the latter can be axiomatized so as to avoid           

the automatic implementation of the substitutivity principle. More 

specifically, one can design a syntactic system in which, although two 

formulas e  and f  coincide, even in every imaginable universe, this does 

not imply that when individual i  believes or knows one of them she 

must also believe or know the other.  

Formally, although fe ↔  and ebi , it can be the case that fbi¬       

(↔  and ¬  are, respectively, the logical symbols for “necessary and 

sufficient condition”, and “negation”). However, de facto, even those 

economists who have employed the syntactic approach have maintained 

the substitutivity principle, that is, they have still posited that if fe ↔  

and ebi , then fbi  (see, e.g., Lismont and Mongin 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 

2003; Ferrante 1996; Dardi 2004; Heifetz, et al. 2008).  

In part, the maintenance of the substitutivity principle is due to the 

fact that economists have adopted the syntactic approach in order       

to overcome other implausible features of the state-space model, 

specifically, that it implies the monotonicity of beliefs and knowledge  

or that it precludes unawareness, rather than its treating as equal 

expressions that are intensionally distinct. But another reason why 

economists have maintained the substitutivity principle is that not even 

                                                 
14 Actually there are some situations in which no number of splits of the states of the 
world is sufficiently large to exhaust all interactive uncertainty of the agents, that is, to 
properly fine-grain the model. See Hart, et al. 1996; Heifetz and Samet 1998; Heifetz 
1999; Fagin, et al. 1999; Aumann and Heifetz 2002. 
15 For an introduction to the syntactic approach, see Fagin, et. al. 1995; Aumann 1999. 
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logicians and philosophers agree as to how it might be given up.          

As mentioned in Section 1, while various systems of intensional logic 

aimed at capturing explicitly the intension-extension difference have 

been put forward in the last sixty-five years, none of them has ever 

gained general acceptance. 

From a sociological viewpoint, we may add that the syntactic 

approach requires a familiarity with the language, modeling techniques, 

and key results of epistemic logic, none of which form part of the 

typical background of economists. The significant fixed costs associated 

with acquiring that familiarity discourage economists from using the 

syntactic approach. 

If we put together the difficulty of giving up the substitutivity 

principle, even in the syntactic approach, with economists’ lack of 

familiarity with epistemic logic, it appears less clear that adopting the 

syntactic approach is the best move to overcome the difficulties of     

the state-space model in accounting for extensions with different 

intensions. 

To sum up the discussion: attempts to capture the intensional 

difference between extensionally equivalent events by introducing into 

the state-space model some new set-theoretic operator like A  appear 

bound to fail; the other two routes—a subjective re-definition of Ω  and 

the move to the syntactic approach—are more promising, but each of 

them contains significant drawbacks. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

I have attempted to draw the attention of economists to a cluster of 

problems that have proved important to philosophers, at least since the 

end of the nineteenth century, and are related to the relationship 

between the intension and the extension of a linguistic expression.       

In particular, philosophers have long understood that such a 

relationship becomes opaque in a number of contexts, particularly those 

involving belief and knowledge. In the paper I have shown that the 

problems related to the intension and extension of an expression        

are relevant also for economics, and particularly for the model of belief 

and knowledge prevailing in this discipline, namely the state-space 

model introduced by Aumann in 1976. 

In particular, I have argued that, because of its set-theoretic nature, 

the state-space model tends to miss the difference between expressions 

that have the same extension but distinct intensions. This feature of the 
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model generates a number of puzzling results that concern not only 

what individuals believe or know about the world, but also interactive 

beliefs and knowledge. I have also attempted to connect these puzzling 

results with two issues that are relevant for economic theory            

even beyond the state-space model, namely framing effects and the 

distinction between model-maker’s and agents’ viewpoints in the model. 

The limitations of the state-space model do not imply that this 

model should be abandoned. Indeed, I have argued that the two 

alternatives that appear practicable present significant drawbacks:         

a properly fine-grained subjective state-space Ω  easily becomes 

intractable, while dismissing the substitutivity principle is de facto 

tricky even in the syntactic approach. At the present moment, I cannot 

envisage any general method to assess the trade-off between the 

advantages and drawbacks of these alternatives. 
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